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In this paper we deduce a special form of Jackson’s fundamental direct 
theorem of best approximation. We give an asymptotic best upper bound of 
the uniform approximation error of differentiable functions by algebraic 
polynomials. 
We attempt o find the algebraic version of the theorem of Favard [I], and 
Achieser and Krein 121: 
E,(W,) = K,(n + l)-‘. (1) 
In Sections 2 and 3 we prove the following 
THEOREM 1. LefrENandn>r-l.Then 
E,(W,) < K, . (n + 1 - r)!/(n + I)! (2) 
The constant K, cannot be improved. This fact is a result of Bernstein’s 
theorem [ 41: 
lim n’ . E,( W,) = K,. (3) n-co 
The proofs of (1) and (3) can be found in [5]. 
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Bernstein’s theorem also implies the existence of constants L, such that for 
allrEIN andn>r-1, 
fE,(W,)<L,. n-‘; (4) 
but it does not give upper bounds for L,. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
Let C[-1, 1 ] be the space of all real continuous functions on [-1, 1 ] with 
the norm 
Let Yn be the space of all algebraic polynomials of degree at most n; 
furthermore, let 
E,(g) :=p.y’$, 11 g -PII 
n 
be the approximation error on C[- 1, 11. Let W, be the space of all functions 
g with g, g’, g” ,..., gcrV1r in C[-1, 1 ] and [ gcr)l Q 1 a.e. The constant 
E,(W,) is defined by 
E,WJ := g”~“wp E,(g). I 
Analogously let C,, be the space of all real continuous 2rr-periodic 
functions with the norm (K := [0,27r]) 
Let Kn be the space of all trigonometric polynomials of degree at most n 
and let 
be the approximation error on C,,. Let c be the space of all functions f 
with f, f ‘, f” ,..., f(‘-‘) in C,, and If(r)] < 1 a.e. The constant E:(c) is 
defined by 
POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION IN w, 3 
According to Favard [I], and Achieser and Krein (21, we define 
K, := (4/x) 2 (-l)m(‘+“(2m + 1)-,-l. 
ItI=0 
(5) 
This implies the inequality 
K, < K, < ’ *. < 4/z < - * * < K, <K, = 742. (6) 
2. TURNING THE ALGEBRAIC INTO A 
TRIGONOMETRIC PROBLEM 
The purpose of this section is to replace E,(g) by E,*(g o sin), and to 
deduce upper bounds for E,( W,) and E,( W,). 
THEOREM 2. Let r E N, n > r - 1, g E W,, and let 
f(t) := j”“’ g”‘(u)(sin t - u)~-’ du/(r - l)! 
0 
(7) 
Then 
E,(g) = mf). 
Proof: Let p be the best approximation of g in TH. Then g -p has at 
least n + 2 alternation points, and (g -p) 0 sin has at least 2n + 2 alter- 
nation points in [O, 2~). Therefore p 0 sin is the best approximation of 
g 0 sin, and 
E,(g) = II g -PlI = II g 0 sin -p 0 sin/I* = EX(g 0 sin). (8) 
By Taylor’s theorem we have 
r-1 
g(sin t) = C gCk’(0) . (sin t)k/k! + f(t). 
k=O 
(9) 
Since n > r - 1, we have Ez(g o sin) =E,*(f). I 
THEOREM 3. Let r E No, f E C&, n E No, and let o(h) be a concave 
modulus of continuity of frj. Then 
E,*(f),<+K,(n + l)-rw (10) 
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Proof: See [ 31. 
To prove Theorem 1 for r = 1,2 we need some special considerations 
listed in the following theorems: 
THEOREM 4. Let n E IN,. Then 
E,(W,) < sin(lr/2(n + 1)) < K,/(n + 1). (11) 
Proof. Let gE W,, O,<h<n, a, bEIF?, O<b-a,<h; for f see (7). 
o(h) := 2 sin(h/2) is a concave modulus of continuity off, as 
1 f(b) - f(a)\ < ( sin b - sin a ) < 2 sin(h/2). 
By Theorem 3 we get 
E,(g) = Ef(f) < $o(n/(n + 1)) = sin(n/2(n + 1)). u 
THEOREM 5. Let n E N. Then 
E,(W,) <K&I + l)-* < K,(n - l)!/(n + l)!. (12) 
Proof. Let g E W,., t E R ; for f see (7). Then 
I 
sin * 
1 f”(t)1 = (cos t)’ g”(sin t) - sin t. g”(u) du 
0 
< (cos t)’ + (sin t)* = 1. (13) 
Therefore we obtain that f E IQ, and by (1) and Theorem 2 we have 
E,(g) = E,*(f) < K,(n + 1)-*. 1 
3. AN UPPER BOUND OF E,(CV,) 
To prove Theorem 1 for r > 3, we need several definitions and lemmas. 
For all r>3 and jEN, let 
p~j(t) := ((d/d~)“‘-’ (sin t - u)‘-‘),=,inl/(r - l)!, (14) 
and 
B, := 11 COS . prjll*a (15) 
It is obvious that prj e f5,_ 1. 
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LEMMA 6. Let r>3, n>r- 1 and gE W,. Then 
E,(g) < 2 B,K,+j(n + l)-‘-j* 
j=O 
Proof. Using Theorem 2 we only have to prove the inequality 
E,*(f) ~ ~ B,K,+j(n + 1)-‘-j. 
i=O 
(16) 
(17) 
We split up f into several functions fi so that B;‘. 4 E wT+j. 
For all j and s E No we define jj and x by 
fi E c2n I fi=o, ’ K 
fj!'+"'(t) = g”‘(sin t) . cos I . p,j(t) + const., 
(18) 
and 
3irts)(t) = ((r - l)!)-’ 6’” ’ g”‘(sin t)($r+r 
- (sin c - u)‘-’ du + const. (19) 
By calculation of f(r) we get 
fcr) =fr’ +3r’ + const. (20) 
Since lKfCr) = 0 = (,fr’ + (,3:’ and JKf= j,f, + JK& we obtain 
f = f, +Jb. We also have 
3$?ir_+ls) = (d/dt) J’zr_tls-‘) = firts) + j’yts) + const. (21) 
By similar arguments as above we obtain fSf,_, = f, + $, , and thus for all 
SER\i” 
EX(f) = E,* (,i fj + f’) < f E,*Uj) + En*(&). 
0 j=O 
Using Theorem 3 and 
If,!‘+“(t) - fjr+‘)(t’)( < 2 (1~0s . ppj(l* = 2B, 
(22) 
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we obtain 
Since 
E:(A) < BrjK,+j(n + 1)-‘-j* (23) 
13;+“‘(t) - 3B’+yc9 
r+S 
(sint--u)‘-’ *du/(r- l)! 
II 
< 2’+ ‘(r - l)‘+s/T!, (24) 
we have 
lim E~Cf,) ,< ,‘tz (2’/r!) K,+J(r - I)/(n + I)>,+’ = 0. (25) 
s-m 
Combining (22), (23) and (25) we finally get (17). m 
LEMMA 7. Let m 2 r > 3. Then 
jzo B,m-‘-‘< (1 -m-l) . (m - r)!/m!. (26) 
Proof. For r = 3 we have 
B, = 1) cost t . ((cos 2t)“’ + sin t . (sin t)‘j))lj* < 2’ 
and 
r. B,jm-3-i< m-3 g (2/&j 
j=O 
= (1 -m-l) * (m - 3)!/m!. (27) 
Now suppose (26) being proved for r. We prove (26) for r + 1: For j > 1 
we get prtlj=Cos. prj+pi+l,i-l. Since p,+l,o=COS’=COS*pro, we 
obtain 
Pr+1j = 
k=O 
Using Bernstein’s inequality we have 
B r+I,jGlIPr+l,j )I* < 2 rkBr,j-k, 
k=O 
(29) 
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and therefore 
5 B’, I,jm-‘-‘-j 
j=O 
cc 
< ,To B’jm-‘-i . m-’ 
k=o 
= (m-r)-l. f Brjm-‘-j ,<(l -m-‘). (m-r- l)!/m!. I 
j=O 
LEMMA 8. Let m > r > 3. Then 
f B’jK’,jm-‘-j c K’(m - r>!/m!. (30) 
j=O 
Proof: For r odd we have K’ > K’+j (see (6)), and by Lemma 7 we get 
5 B’jK’+jm-‘-j< (1 -m-I). K’ . (m - r)!/m!. (31) 
j=O 
For r even we have K’, , 2 K’+j, and thus 
7 B’jK’+jm-‘-i 
JYO 
a, m 
,< K’C B’jm-‘-j + (K’+, -K’) 2 B’jm-‘-j 
j=O j=l 
< K’( 1 - m-‘)(m - r)!/m! + (K’, , - K’)((m - r)!/m! - m-‘) 
~(1 -m-l + (K’+ ,/K’ - l)(l - m-‘m!/(m - r)!)) K’(m - r)!/m!.(32) 
Now we use two simple estimates, namely, 
l-m-‘.m!/(m-r)!<l-m-‘(m-r)‘=l-(l-r/m)’<r’/m, (33) 
and 
K’, ,/K, = 2 (1 + 2m)-‘-2 
N 
5 (-l)m (1 + 2m)-‘-’ 
m=O m=O 
1 + 5 3-‘(1 + 2m)-2 ,i (1 - 3--r-‘) 
In=1 
= (1 + (7?/8 - 1) 3-‘)/(l -3-‘-l) 
= 1 + (7r2/8 - 1 + 3-‘)/(3’- 3-I) 
< 1 + l/((l + 2)‘- 1) 
<1+1/(1+2r+2r(r-1)-l)=1+1/2r2. (34) 
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Combining (32), (33) and (34) we obtain 
f. BrjK,+j*-r-i < (I- m-’ + 2Z’m-‘) K,(m - r)!/m! I (35) 
Now Theorem 1 follows by Lemma 6 and Lemma 8 for r 2 3, and by 
Theorem 4, resp. 5 for r = 1, resp. 2. 
REMARKS 
Another representation of Theorem 1 is the following. 
COROLLARY 9. Let r E N, n > r - 1, g E (71-1, 11. Then there exists a 
polynomial p E S, with 
II g -pII < II gcr)II - K, * (n + 1 - r)!/(n + I)!. (36) 
Proof: If (( g(r)II = 0, then g E Y7-i c 9,. If 1) gcr)/) # 0, (36) follows by 
Theorem 1 and g/l/ gcr) /) E W,.. 1 
Note that for small n the upper bound of E,( W,) given is not very good. 
For n = r - 1 it is known (see Fisher [51) that 
E,-,(W,) = 2’-‘/r!, 
while our inequality gives only 
E,-,(W,) < K,/r!. 
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